
Minutes• 
 

Senate Research Committee 
Thursday, May 6, 1999 

238 Morrill Hall 
3PM 

 
Present:   Len Kuhi, Chair; Richard Poppele, Scott McConnell, Eric Klinger, Burle Gengenbach, 

Lorraine Francis, Albert Nakano, Ed Wink, Amy Levine, Bianca Conti-Fine, Fay 
Thompson, Barbara Van Drasek, Win Ann Schumi 

 
Guests:  Carol Chomsky, Working Group on the Intellectual Property Policy; Christine Maziar, 

Vice President for Research and Dean of the Graduate School 
 
Regrets:   John Finnegan 
 
Absent:  Vic Bloomfield, Frank Cerra, Marilyn Delong, Lincoln Kallsen, Jesse Grenz, Peter 

Reichert 
 
[In these minutes:  Intellectual Property Policy, Effort Certification, NIH Update] 
 
 
The Research Committee met at 3PM on Thursday, May 6, 1999 in 238 Morrill Hall on the East Bank of 
the University of Minnesota.  The minutes from the meeting on April 1, 1999 were approved as written. 
 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY POLICY. 
Professor Len Kuhi, Chair, provided members with a brief overview of the Intellectual Property Policy 
revision process and acknowledged the work of Professor Carol Chomsky and the working group on 
drafting the latest version of this policy. 
  
Professor Chomsky joined the meeting to talk about the major substantive provisions in Section 4 on 
ownership, including definitions, applications, and other sections important in this area.  She added that 
the substance of the provisions have not changed, but rather that they have been made more clear. 
♦ Subdivision 2. Regular Academic Work Product is owned by the creator of that work product.  

Regular academic work product is an artistic creation or which constitutes or is intended to 
disseminate the results of academic research or scholarly work.  In many cases, these work products 
will be owned by faculty, but can also be P&A or anyone engaged in academic research or scholarly 
work.   

♦ Intellectual property created by students solely for the purposes of satisfying course requirements is 
owned by the student.  One exception was added since the Senate meeting in that someone creating a 
syllabus for the course would be a condition for participating in the course is that the work product of 
that student will be assigned to the University.  This was added because of the Architecture School 
who have this in their syllabi; the working group wanted to reflect that it could be done without 
having to have a written agreement, so it can simply be specified in the syllabus. 

♦ Intellectual property created pursuant to sponsored research or other contracts by the University with 
third parties will be owned in accordance with the provisions of that agreement.  A fourth provision 
was added particularly to individually-created consulting agreements that may be entered by faculty 
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or others; the provision says intellectual property pursuant to such an agreement will be owned in 
accordance with that agreement, as long as it's in compliance with the Regents policy on outside 
consulting.   

 
These are considered exceptions to the general provision that except for those kinds of work products, 
intellectual property created through the use of University resources or facilities supported directly or 
indirectly by University funds or developed within the scope of employment by employees of the 
University will be owned by the University.  Professor Chomsky wanted to make sure that the committee 
understood that these exceptions are defaults that can be changed by written agreement between the 
creator of intellectual property and the University or by having the University special commissioned 
development of particular work products.   
 
In addition, with respect to ownership, there are two limitations on the creator's absolute ownership right 
to what in both cases would be regular academic work products:  
1) Section 4, subdivision 3. Rights to Publish.  Made the language in this statement more precise by 

specifying that the creator of intellectual property must agree to observe a brief period of delay in 
publishing information about a piece of intellectual property, but only if three things are true -- the 
intellectual property is disclosed to the University, the University must request a delay in publishing 
information about that intellectual property, and the delay must be necessary to permit the 
University to secure copyright or patent protection for that intellectual property.  

2) Section 4, subdivision 4. Use of Teaching Materials.  Professor Chomsky reported that concern was 
expressed by deans about the availability of jointly produced projects when one of its producers left 
the University.  For example, in the AHC, there are many team-taught courses where although the 
teachers change from semester to semester, the courses remain the same; in this sense, the course has 
some type of quasi-ownership of the course materials.  If a faculty member is the sole producer of 
the syllabus and is the instructor of the course and all the materials of the course are from that 
faculty member, then it is not a joint project.  If a program wants to have some kind of right to use 
the material beyond that faculty member's use of it, there needs to be an agreement made.     

 
Professor Chomsky noted that there are stylistic changes made to the Intellectual Property Policy draft, 
but that other substantive changes were made as well.  She added that the policy will become effective 
only upon promulgation of the procedures that will go with it; the working group will continue to work 
on the procedures this fall.  She continued to update the committee on the following changes made by the 
working group: 
 
♦ In the definition of net income, questions were raised about whether we could be sure that the amount 

deducted from income coming from intellectual property before distribution was not overhead of 
ORTTA, but was actually expenses directly attributable to the particular intellectual property.  The 
working group clarified this by using the words "directly attributable" to clarify that it was not 
overhead.  

♦ The provision on distribution of income clarifies two things: 1) that the 33-1/3% that goes to the 
Office of the VP for Research to support of ORTTA and research activities, not somehow going into 
the general funds of the University; and 2) that the 8% that goes to the creator's college or school, like 
the 25-1/3% that goes to the creator's department or unit, would go only to the colleges or schools that 
support the research that led to the intellectual property. 

♦ In Section 7, Responsibilities of Employees and Other Covered Individuals. There are two kinds of 
intellectual property that must be disclosed: 1) that owned by the university pursuant to this policy; 
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and 2) that pursuant to sponsored research or other external contractual arrangements.  A second 
clause was added that those covered by the policy will also assign title to such intellectual property to 
the University or its designee.   

♦ The compliance section was simplified. 
♦ One of the responsibilities of those covered by the policy is that the individual sign "when so 

requested by the University" an agreement that they will do the disclosures and assign title.  Because 
it's written right into the policy, the working group shortened the agreement that must be signed to 
something called an intellectual property acknowledgement which basically says the person read the 
Intellectual Property Policy, understood it, and agrees to abide by its provisions. 

 
One committee member recommended that a stylistic change be made to the language in Section 4, 
subdivision 4, Use of Teaching Materials.  It was agreed to revise the phrase to read, "… to continue to 
use such jointly produced teaching materials in University courses."  
 
The Research Committee approved the policy as it was amended.  Professor Kuhi thanked Professor 
Chomsky and the working group; the draft will be moved forward to the Senate Committee on Faculty 
Affairs (SCFA) and to the Senate. 
 
EFFORT CERTIFICATION. 
A draft copy of the Effort Certification Policy and handout listing the significant changes to the policy 
and procedures were distributed to committee members at the meeting for their review.  As part of the 
NIH corrective action, ORTTA looked at a number of policies and procedures, but this was not one with 
many comments from NIH.  The changes were as follows: 
♦ Reformatted to adhere to current policy and procedure standards. 
♦ Added special situation when VA staff are also University staff; they must certify cost-shared effort. 
♦ Added "common paymaster" special situation; these individuals do not have to certify that time. 
♦ Mandated use of preaward accounts in accordance with the new preaward policy. 
♦ Revised signatory authority -- civil service employees cannot sign for academic personnel unless civil 

servant is principal investigator or has supervisory responsibilities for person being certified.  This 
change reflects changes to the PI Eligibility Policy. 

♦ Mandated that when employees work in multiple departments, they must have effort coordinated by 
their supervisors and therefore will have multiple signatures. 

 
At this point, the above changes are informational.  Ed Wink asked committee members to provide him 
with questions or comments after review of the draft; he stated that he will be discussing these changes 
with other groups, and agreed to bring the document back to the Research Committee at the May meeting 
with any additional revisions. 
 
NIH UPDATE. 
WinAnn Schumi reported that the National Institute of Health (NIH) will be visiting the University of 
Minnesota on an informal basis on June 8, 9, and 10 at the invitation of the University to clarify the 
benchmarks they will use to measure the University of Minnesota.  NIH will then conduct a more formal 
site visit in the fall; after this visit is when they would take away the exceptional designation from the 
University.  
 
The meeting adjourned at 4:15PM. 


